RELOCATORS MOVING GUIDE AND CONSIDERATION
-Make

a start and collect boxes from supermarkets- if available

-Order boxes of various sizes to start- purchase more when required
*work out a roughly estimated budget to cover what you will need to
spend on your move as well as settling into your new home
-Ensure you have funds put aside to cover the main things- including
final bills, storage, items required for the new property
-Decide on whether you will require help, need to arrange childcare,
pet care in advance
-Advise relevant parties (regular deliveries, utilities, medical, contacts
personal and business if relevant), etc
-Are you working- do you need to book days off to cover both the
move and settling in (you may need 3-5 days to finish packing, move,
unpack, get settled and of course rest)
-Start packing away things you can do without
-Do a little in each room and store boxes as close to the walls as
possible
-As the time gets nearer start packing away more and more- enlist
help if required-do you need more boxes?

-Try to tie up as many loose ends as possible
-Ensure your removals is booked for the right date, time and the
correct size of van ordered
-What do you require at the new property (re-installation of
appliances, curtains, carpet)
-Do you need to visit the new property before moving, is it ready,
how and when will you get the keys?
-Do you need anything to be put into storage- arrange to be packed
and transported
-Can you travel in the removals van- if not will to arrange
transportation, timing of travel, parking when you arrive
-How are you returning/passing on the keys- is the property being
professionally cleaned after you’ve moved- are you able to be there
or will you need to arrange for someone to undertake these actions
-Ensure a time gap between moving and getting the property sorted
*In the last 3-5 days most of the packing should be completed barre
the essentials
-Can you stay elsewhere/would it be easier?
*the very last night should be a final sweep of the entire property to
ensure everything is packed and secure
*Ensure all important documents are on your person

Need help contact Sparkle UK Relocations we are happy to assist –
‘we do what takes your time to do’

